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EPIC (PRESCHOOL)
WEEK 4

BIG IDEA
I can remember what God has done 

for us.

BIBLE
Crossing the Jordan River: Joshua 

3:10-4:9

WELCOME TIME

 ACTIVITY | Stack It Up

Today, we are going to be hearing a Bible story about men who created a
stack of twelve stones. We are going to create our own stack today out of
cups!

INSTRUCTIONS: Split the kids into teams (or do a one-on-one battle!).

Give each team twelve cups to represent the twelve tribes of Israel. Have

each kid stack all twelve cups up into a pyramid. Once they Anish, pass the

cups to the next kid on the team until each kid has had a chance to make a

stack. The team who gets all of the kids to stack the cups Arst wins!

TEACHING TIME
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 MUSIC | My God is Big

INSTRUCTIONS: Play this video of "My God is Big" by LifeChurch and

encourage the kids to sing and dance along.

https://www.life.church/kids-music-videos/mr-musics-sing-along-vol-2-

videos/my-god-is-big/

THE BIG IDEA | I can remember what God has done for us.

INSTRUCTIONS: Before the kids arrive, hide nine stones around the room.

On each stone, place a different word from our Big Idea. Once the kids And

all the stones, create a stack with the stones, then reveal the Big Idea.

Today, we are going to be talking about some different men who found
stones and created a huge stack! I have hidden nine different stones
around the room to help reveal our Big Idea for today! Let's see if we can
And them all.

Our Big Idea is: I can remember what God has done for us.

https://www.life.church/kids-music-videos/mr-musics-sing-along-vol-2-videos/my-god-is-big/
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VIDEO | Epic, Episode 4

INSTRUCTIONS: Play this week's preschool teaching video.

Link: https://vimeo.com/407212565/dd528310b1

 SCRIPTURE | Joshua 3:10-4:9

INSTRUCTIONS: Before you begin, gather twelve Xat stones that can be

easily stacked. As you reach key points in the story, add a stone to the stack.

Stone 1: During the time Joshua was in charge, The Ark of the Covenant
was the most important thing in the life of the Israelites. The Ark was a
symbol of God's promise to take care of the Israelites and lead them into
the Promised Land. It contained the two stone tablets that the Ten
Commandments were written on.

Stone 2: Our story takes place on the Jordan River. Joshua was leading
the Israelites and they were carrying the Ark of the Covenant.

Stone 3: God was speaking with Joshua and told him the next day would
be the day all of the Israelites would see God defeat their enemies.

Stone 4: God told Joshua to choose a leader from each of the twelve
tribes of men that were with him. These twelve men were to be the ones
carrying the Ark of the Covenant.

https://www.growcurriculum.org/TeachingVideo_Preschool_Epic4
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Stone 5: God said to Joshua that when they stepped into the river with
the Ark, the river would split and they would walk on dry ground. As the
twelve men stepped into the river, it split and all of the Israelites were able
to pass through.

Stone 6: The twelve men Joshua chose were then told to each pick up a
stone from the river bed.

Stone 7: Each of the men went into the middle of the river where the Ark
of the Covenant rested and picked up a stone. They brought the stones
back to where they were camping.

Stone 8: Joshua and the twelve men stacked all twelve of the stones to
create something to remember their passage through the Jordan River.

Stone 9: Joshua went into the Jordan River and created another stack of
twelve stones in the middle where the ground was dry.

Stone 10: The stones are still there today and are a reminder to everyone
that God was faithful to allow the Israelites safe passage across the river.

Stone 11: God commanded Joshua to tell the men carrying the Ark to
take it up on high ground above the river and as they placed it down, the
water in the river began Mowing again.

Stone 12: God did this to remind the Israelites that God keeps promises.
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 ACTIVITY | Ark Run

Today, we learned about the Ark of the Covenant! This was incredibly
important to the Israelites. They were commanded by God to carry it
across the river, so today we are going to create our own Ark of the
Covenant.

INSTRUCTIONS: Before the kids arrive, create an Ark of the Covenant by

attaching two pool noodles to the sides of a box. Spray paint the entire

creation gold for an added effect. Spread out a blue bedsheet across the

Xoor to create the Jordan River. Split the kids into two teams and tell them to

stand on opposite sides of the river. Two kids from the Arst team will

balance the Ark on their shoulders and run across the river. Once they reach

the kids on the other side, they must pass off the Ark and those kids will run

across the river to the other side. Ensure every kid has an opportunity to

hold the Ark and run across the river. 

NOTE: Get creative with this one! View these instructions more as

guidelines, and see what you can come up with!

TODDLER HACK:  Instead of doing a relay race, just allow toddlers to

hold the "Ark" and walk around the room. Another option is to carry the

Ark yourself, and have your toddlers split off into either side of you, and

pretend to be the Jordan River. Give each group on each side a piece of

blue fabric to hold and wave together.

 PRAYER

Dear God, Help us to always remember how You love us and take care of
us. All of the good things we have are because of You. Help us to never
forget all You have done for us.
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DISCUSSION TIME

MEMORY VERSE | Memory Stones

INSTRUCTIONS: Before activity time, place each word of the memory

verse onto a different stone or Xashcard. Help the kids arrange the "stones"

in the correct order of the verse. Repeat the verse many times to help them

remember.

PLAY TIME

 ACTIVITY | Follow the Leader (of Israel)

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose one kid to be Joshua and tell the other kids to

follow whatever Joshua does.

 ACTIVITY | Protect the Twelve Stones

INSTRUCTIONS: Place twelve gray pom-poms onto a sheet or parachute.

Help each kid hold onto the edge of the sheet or parachute. Move the

sheet/parachute up and down and watch the pom-poms bounce around.

Help the kids keep the pom-poms on the sheet/parachute.


